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Accidental Heroes : A Novel
9 780525 590378

by Steel, Danielle

A heart-stopping thriller that engages ordinary men and women in the fight of their lives during a flight from
New York to San Francisco. On a beautiful May morning at New York’s Kennedy airport, two planes have just
departed for San Francisco. At a security checkpoint, TSA agent Bernice Adams picks up a postcard of the
Golden Gate Bridge bearing an ambiguous - perhaps ominous - message. Her supervisor dismisses her
concerns, but Bernice calls security and soon Ben Waterman arrives. A senior Homeland Security agent, still
grappling with guilt after a disastrous operation where hostages were killed, Ben too becomes suspicious. Who
left the message behind, which flight are they on, and what exactly does it mean?
Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525590378

Price: $41.00

Form: TP

Pages: 430

Pub. Date: March 2018

All the Beautiful Lies : A Novel
9 780062 791504

by Swanson, Peter

A diabolically clever tale of obsession, revenge, and cold-blooded murder. Harry Ackerson has always
considered his step-mother Alice to be sexy and beautiful. Days before his college graduation, Alice calls with
shocking news. His father is dead and the police think it’s suicide. Devastated, he returns to his father’s home in
Maine. Shortly after he arrives, Harry meets a mysterious young woman named Grace McGowan. Though she
claims to be new to the area, Harry begins to suspect that Grace may not be a complete stranger to his family.
But she isn’t the only attractive woman taking an interest in Harry. The sensual Alice is also growing closer.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791504

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2018

Atomic City Girls
9 780062 791702

by Beard, Janet

In the bestselling tradition of HIDDEN FIGURES, comes a riveting novel of the everyday women who worked
on the Manhattan Project. In November 1944, 18-year-old June Walker boards an unmarked bus, destined for a
city that doesn’t officially exist. Oak Ridge, Tennessee has sprung up in a matter of months - a town of trailers
and segregated houses, 24-hour cafeterias, and constant security checks. There, June joins hundreds of other
young girls operating massive machines whose purpose is never explained. When the bombing of Hiroshima
brings the truth about Oak Ridge into devastating focus, June must confront her ideals about loyalty, patriotism,
and war itself.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791702

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2018

Caribbean Rim
9 780525 589150

by White, Randy Wayne

Doc Ford #25. Marine biologist Doc Ford has been known to help his friends out of jams occasionally, but he’s
never faced a situation like this. His old pal Carl Fitzpatrick has been chasing sunken wrecks most of his life,
but now he’s run afoul of the Florida Division of Historical Resources. Its director, Clive Nickelby, despises
amateur archaeologists, which is bad enough, but now he and his young “assistant” have disappeared - along
with Fitzpatrick’s impounded cache of rare Spanish coins and the list of uncharted wreck sites Fitz spent
decades putting together. Greed makes people do terrible things: rob, cheat, even kill.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589150

Page: 1

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 538

Pub. Date: March 2018
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Cast : A Novel
9 780525 590385

by Steel, Danielle

Kait Whittier has built her magazine column into a hugely respected read followed by fans across the country.
But after two marriages she prefers to avoid the complications and uncertainties of a new love. Then, after a
chance meeting with Zack Winter, a television producer visiting Manhattan from Los Angeles, everything
changes. Inspired by the true story of her own indomitable grandmother, Kait creates the storyline for a TV
series. And when she shares her work with Zack, he is impressed and decides to make this his next big budget
project. Within weeks, Kait is plunged into a colorful world of actors and industry pros who will bring her
vision to life.
Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525590385

Price: $41.00

Form: TP

Pages: 430

Pub. Date: May 2018

Cave of Bones
9 780062 791986

by Hillerman, Anne

Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito #3, following SONG OF THE LION. When Tribal Police Officer Bernadette
Manuelito arrives to speak at an outdoor character-building program, she discovers chaos. Annie, a young
participant due back hours before, has just returned and is traumatized. Gently questioning the girl, Bernie
learns that Annie stumbled upon a human skeleton on her trek. Everyone is also concerned about a beloved
instructor who went out into the wilds of the rugged lava wilderness bordering Ramah Navajo Reservation to
find the missing girl. Solving the twin mysteries will expose Bernie to the chilling face of human evil.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791986

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2018

Chicago : A Novel of Prohibition
9 780062 835932

by Mamet, David

A big shouldered, big trouble thriller set in mobbed up 1920s Chicago - a city where some people knew too
much, and where everyone should have known better. Mike Hodge - veteran of the Great War, big shot of the
Chicago Tribune, medium fry - probably shouldn’t have fallen in love with Annie Walsh. Then, again, maybe
the man who killed Annie Walsh have known better than to trifle with Mike Hodge. David Mamet has created a
bracing, kaleidoscopic page-turner that roars through the Windy City's underground on its way to a thunderclap
of a conclusion. Here is not only his first novel in more than two decades, but the book he has been building to
for his whole career.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062835932

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2018

Darker: Fifty Shades Darker As Told By Christian
9 780525 634669

by James, E.L.

DARKER presents FIFTY SHADES DARKER (4/12) through the eyes of Christian Grey, in his own words,
and through his tormented thoughts, reflections, and dreams. Their scorching, sensual affair ended in heartbreak
and recrimination, but Christian Grey cannot get Anastasia Steele out of his mind, or his blood. But the horrors
of his childhood still haunt him, and Ana’s scheming boss, Jack Hyde, clearly wants her for himself. Can
Christian’s confidant and therapist, Dr. Flynn, help him face down his demons? Or will the possessiveness of
Elena, his seducer, and the deranged devotion of Leila, his former submissive, drag Christian down into the
past?
Publisher: Random House
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ISBN-13:

9780525634669

Page: 2

Price: $24.00

Form: LTE

Pages: 800

Pub. Date: January 0002
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Death in Live Oak : A Jack Swyteck Novel
9 780062 791979

by Grippando, James

Jack Swyteck #14, following MOST DANGEROUS PLACE. When the body of Jamal Cousin, president of the
pre-eminent black fraternity at the Florida’s flagship university, is discovered hogtied in the Stygian water
swamps, the death sets off a firestorm that threatens to rage out of control when a fellow student, the president
of a prominent white fraternity, is accused of the crime. Contending with rising political tensions, racial unrest,
and a sensational media, defence attorney, Jack Swyteck, fears the worst. Then Jack gets a break that could turn
the case. Jamal’s gruesome murder bears disturbing similarities to another lynching that occurred back in the
Jim Crow days of 1944.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791979

Price: $34.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2018

Deceivers
9 780525 589297

by Berenson, Alex

John Wells #12, following PRISONER. The target was the American Airlines Centre, the home of the Dallas
Mavericks. The FBI had told Ahmed Shakir that his drug bust would go away if he helped them, and they’d
supply all the weaponry, carefully removing the firing pins before the main event. It never occurred to Ahmed
to doubt them, until it was too late. When John Wells is called to Washington, he’s sure it’s to investigate the
carnage in Dallas, but it isn’t. Wells is to go to Colombia. An old asset there has information to share - and it
will lead Wells to the deadliest mission of his life.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589297

Price: $40.00

Form: TP

Pages: 691

Pub. Date: February 2018

Disappeared
9 780525 589372

by Box, C. J.

Joe Pickett #18, following VICIOUS CIRCLE. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett has two cases to contend
with, both of them lethal, in an electrifying new thriller. Wyoming’s new governor isn’t sure what to make of
Joe Pickett, but he has a job for him that is extremely delicate. A prominent female British executive never
came home from the high-end guest ranch she was visiting. And there's still no sign of her months after she
vanished. At the same time, his friend Nate Romanowski has asked Joe to intervene with the feds on behalf of
falconers who can no longer hunt with eagles even though their permits are in order.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589372

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 614

Pub. Date: March 2018

Dreams of Falling
9 780525 589198

by White, Karen

New York Times bestselling author Karen White crafts evocative relationships in this new contemporary
women's fiction novel about best friends who share a devastating secret, set in the Lowcountry of South
Carollina.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589198

Page: 3

Price: $37.00

Form: TP

Pages: 666

Pub. Date: June 2018
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Female Persuasion
9 780525 589358

by Wolitzer, Meg

Charming and wise, knowing and witty, Meg Wolitzer delivers a novel about power and influence, ego and
loyalty, womanhood and ambition. To be admired by someone we admire - we all yearn for this: the private,
electrifying pleasure of being singled out by someone of esteem. But sometimes it can also mean entry to a new
kind of life, a bigger world. Greer Kadetsky is a shy college freshman when she meets the woman she hopes
will change her life. Faith Frank, dazzlingly persuasive and elegant at 63, has been a central pillar of the
women’s movement for decades, a figure who inspires others to influence the world.

Publisher: Penguin Random House

ISBN-13:

9780525589358

Price: $40.00

Form: LTE

Pages: 486

Pub. Date: March 2018

Gatekeeper : An Inspector Ian Rutledge Mystery
9 780062 791535

by Todd, Charles

Ian Rutledge #20, following RACING THE DEVIL. Hours after his sister’s wedding, a restless Ian Rutledge
drives aimlessly, haunted by the past, and narrowly misses a car stopped in the middle of a desolate road.
Standing beside the vehicle is a woman with blood on her hands and a dead man at her feet. She swears she
didn’t kill Stephen Wentworth. A stranger stepped out in front of their car, and without warning, fired a single
shot before vanishing into the night. But there is no trace of him. And the shaken woman insists it all happened
so quickly, she never saw the man’s face.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791535

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2018

Greeks Bearing Gifts
9 780525 589242

by Kerr, Philip

Bernie Gunther #13, following PRUSSIAN BLUE. It is 1956 and Bernie Gunther has a new name (Christoph
Ganz), a clean passport, a chip on his shoulder, and a menial low-paying job in Munich. And then an old friend
arrives to repay a debt. He encourages Bernie to take a job as a claims adjuster in a major German insurance
company. Which is why Bernie, as Christoph, finds himself in Athens investigating a claim by Siegfried Witzel,
a brutish former Wehrmacht soldier who served in Greece during the war. Witzel’s supposed losses are
immense, and, even worse, they may have originally belonged to Greek Jews deported to Auschwitz.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589242

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 870

Pub. Date: April 2018

Hello Stranger : The Ravenels, Book 4
9 780062 792112

by Kleypas, Lisa

Ravenels #4, following DEVIL IN SPRING. Dr. Garrett Gibson, the only female physician in England, is as
daring and independent as any man - why not take her pleasures like one? Yet she has never been tempted to
embark on an affair, until now. Ethan Ransom, a former detective for Scotland Yard, is as gallant as he is
secretive, a rumoured assassin whose true loyalties are a mystery. For one exhilarating night, they give in to
their potent attraction before becoming strangers again. Despite their vow to resist each other after that sublime
night, she is soon drawn into his most dangerous assignment yet.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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ISBN-13:

9780062792112

Page: 4

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2018
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Honorable Assassin
9 780525 589204

by Hamilton, Steve

Nick Mason #3, following EXIT STRATEGY. This time his target is Hashim Baya, known to his followers as
the Crocodile. A phantom money man who finances countless bloody terrorist attacks across the globe, Baya is
the most dangerous criminal Mason has ever faced. But Mason’s not the only one hunting him. For Martin
Sauvage, a tough-as-nails Interpol agent, apprehending Baya has become a personal vendetta. Sauvage wants
Baya in prison. Mason’s only chance at survival is to put him in a body bag. Assassin and cop are on a collision
course leading to a brutal showdown…. and to the most shocking revelation of all.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589204

Price: $37.00

Form: TP

Pages: 486

Pub. Date: May 2018

Into the Black Nowhere : An UNSUB Novel
9 780525 589174

by Gardiner, Meg

UNSUB #2. In southern Texas, on Saturday nights, women are disappearing. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrix,
newly assigned to the FBI’s elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is roaming the dark roads
outside Austin. Working with a legendary FBI profiler, Caitlin searches for a homology - that elusive point
where character and action come together. She profiles a confident, meticulous killer who convinces his victims
to lower their guard until he can overpower and take them in plain sight. He then reduces them to objects in a
twisted fantasy - dolls for him to possess, control, and ultimately destroy.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589174

Price: $37.00

Form: TP

Pages: 614

Pub. Date: January 2018

Look for Me
9 780525 589235

by Gardner, Lisa

D.D. Warren #9, following FIND HER. The home of a family of five is now a crime scene: four of them
savagely murdered, one - a 16-year-old girl - missing. Was she lucky to have escaped? Or is her absence
evidence of something sinister? Detective D.D. Warren is on the case - but so is survivor-turned-avenger Flora
Dane. Seeking different types of justice, they must make sense of the clues left behind by a young woman who,
whether as victim or suspect, is silently pleading, Look for me.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589235

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 640

Pub. Date: February 2018

My Dear Hamilton : A Novel of Eliza Schuyler Hamilton: Wife, Widow, an ...
9 780062 791924

by Dray, Stephanie

From the New York Times bestselling authors of AMERICA'S FIRST DAUGHTER comes the epic story of
Eliza Schuyler Hamilton - a revolutionary woman who, like her new nation, struggled to define herself in the
wake of war, betrayal, and tragedy. Haunting, moving, and beautifully written, Dray and Kamoie used
thousands of letters and original sources to tell Eliza’s story as it’s never been told before - not just as the
wronged wife at the centre of a political sex scandal - but also as a founding mother who shaped an American
legacy in her own right.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791924

Page: 5

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2018
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Night Moves : An Alex Delaware Novel
9 780525 590361

by Kellerman, Jonathan

Alex Delaware #33, following HEARTBREAK HOTEL. A disturbing murder with shocking consequences sets
in motion the new book in the #1 bestselling suspense series starring psychologist Alex Delaware and Detective
Milo Sturgis. An affluent family returns home from Sunday dinner only to find the murdered and brutalized
corpse of a total stranger in their house. This baffling, twisted tale tests Alex and Milo to their intellectual and
emotional limits.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525590361

Price: $41.00

Form: TP

Pages: 590

Pub. Date: February 2018

Noir : A Novel
9 780062 791443

by Moore, Christopher

Christopher Moore returns in finest madcap form with this zany noir set on the mean streets of post-WWII San
Francisco. San Francisco. Summer, 1947. It’s love at first sight when an enigmatic, comely blonde named
Stilton walks into the scruffy gin joint where Sammy “Two Toes” Tiffin tends bar. But before Sammy can make
his move, an Air Force general named Remy arrives with some urgent business. A suspicious flying object has
been spotted up near Mount Rainer, followed by a mysterious plane crash in a distant patch of desert in New
Mexico that goes by the name Roswell - where said general happens to run a military base.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791443

Price: $34.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2018

Saint of Wolves and Butchers
9 780525 589419

by Grecian, Alex

From the bestselling author of THE YARD. Travis Roan and his dog, Bear, are hunters: They travel the world
pursuing evildoers in order to bring them to justice. They have now come to Kansas on the trail of Rudolph
Bormann, a Nazi doctor and concentration camp administrator who snuck into the U.S. under the name Rudy
Goodman in the 1950s and has at last been identified. Travis quickly learns that Goodman has powerful friends
who will go to any length to protect the Nazi; what he doesn’t know is that Goodman has furtively continued his
diabolical work, amassing a congregation of followers who believe he possesses Godlike powers.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525589419

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 614

Pub. Date: April 2018

Still Me : A Novel
9 780525 589273

by Moyes, Jojo

A new book featuring the iconic heroine of AFTER YOU, Louisa Clark. Louisa Clark arrives in New York
ready to start a new life, confident that she can embrace this new adventure and keep her relationship with
Ambulance Sam alive across several thousand miles. She is thrown into the world of the superrich Gopniks:
Leonard and his much younger second wife, Agnes, and a never-ending array of household staff and hangerson. Before she knows what’s happening, Lou is mixing in New York high society, where she meets Joshua
Ryan, a man who brings with him a whisper of her past.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing
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ISBN-13:

9780525589273

Page: 6

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 589

Pub. Date: January 2018
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Summer Hours at the Robbers Library : A Novel
9 780062 791887

by Halpern, Sue

People are drawn to libraries for all kinds of reasons. For head librarian Kit, the public library in Riverton, New
Hampshire, offers what she craves most: peace. Here, no one expects Kit to talk about the calamitous events
that catapulted her out of what she thought was a settled, suburban life. She can simply submerge herself in her
beloved books and try to forget her problems. But that changes when 15-year-old, home-schooled Sunny gets
arrested for shoplifting a dictionary. Bright, curious, and eager to connect with someone other than her off-thegrid hippie parents, Sunny coaxes Kit out of her self-imposed isolation.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791887

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2018

Sunburn
9 780062 390004

by Lippman, Laura

A superb novel of psychological suspense about a pair of lovers with the best intentions and the worst luck.
They meet at a local tavern in the small town of Belleville, Delaware. Polly is set on heading west. Adam says
he’s also passing through. Over the course of a punishing summer, Polly and Adam abandon themselves to a
steamy, inexorable affair. Still, each holds something back from the other - dangerous, even lethal, secrets that
begin to accumulate as autumn approaches. Then someone dies. Was it an accident, or part of a plan? By now,
Adam and Polly are so ensnared in each other’s lives and lies that neither one knows how to get away.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062390004

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: February 2018

Sunday Silence : A Novel
9 780062 791627

by French, Nicci

Frieda Klein #7, following DARK SATURDAY. Lover of London, gifted psychologist, frequent police
consultant - Frieda Klein is many things. And now she’s a person of interest in a murder case. A body has been
discovered in the most unlikely and horrifying of places - beneath the floorboards of Frieda’s house. The corpse
is only months old, but the chief suspect appears to have died more than seven years ago. Except as Frieda
knows all too well, he’s alive and well and living in secret. And it seems he’s inspired a copycat. As the days
pass and the body count rises, Frieda finds herself caught in a fatal tug-of-war between two killers.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062791627

Price: $24.99

Form: TP

Pages: 576

Pub. Date: January 2018

Tangerine : A Novel
9 780062 792136

by Mangan, Christine

A DEBUT so tightly wound, so replete with exotic imagery and charm, so full of precise details and
extraordinary craftsmanship, it will leave you absolutely breathless. The last person Alice Shipley expected to
see since arriving in Tangier with her new husband was Lucy Mason. After the accident at Bennington, the two
friends - once inseparable roommates - haven’t spoken in over a year. But there Lucy was, trying to make things
right and return to their old rhythms. But soon a familiar feeling starts to overtake Alice—she feels controlled
and stifled by Lucy at every turn. Then Alice’s husband, John, goes missing, and Alice starts to question
everything around her.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062792136

Page: 7

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2018
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To Die but Once : A Maisie Dobbs Novel
9 780062 792044

by Winspear, Jacqueline

Maisie Dobbs #14, following IN THIS GRAVE HOUR. Spring 1940. With Britons facing what has become
known as “the Bore War” - nothing much seems to have happened yet - Maisie Dobbs is asked to investigate
the disappearance of a local lad, a young apprentice craftsman working on a “hush-hush” government contract.
As Maisie’s inquiry reveals a possible link to the London underworld, another mother is worried about a
missing son - but this time the boy in question is one beloved by Maisie.

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062792044

Price: $34.99

Form: TP

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: March 2018

Twisted Prey
9 780525 593782

by Sandford, John

Lucas Davenport #28, following GOLDEN PREY. Lucas Davenport had crossed paths with her before. A rich
psychopath, Taryn Grant had run successfully for the U.S. Senate, where Lucas had predicted she’d fit right in.
He was also convinced that she’d been responsible for three murders, though he’d never been able to prove it.
Once a psychopath had gotten that kind of rush, though, he or she often needed another fix, so he figured he
might be seeing her again. He was right. He’s heard rumours that Grant has found her seat on the Senate
intelligence committee, and the contacts she’s made from it, to be very…useful.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525593782

Price: $41.00

Form: TP

Pages: 624

Pub. Date: April 2018

Varina
9 780062 406019

by Frazier, Charles

Charles Frazier returns to the time and place of COLD MOUNTAIN. With her marriage prospects limited,
teenage Varina Howell agrees to wed the much-older widower Jefferson Davis, with whom she expects a life of
security as a Mississippi landowner. He instead pursues a career in politics and is eventually appointed
president of the Confederacy, placing Varina at the white-hot centre of one of the darkest moments in American
history - culpable regardless of her intentions. The Confederacy falling, her marriage in tatters, and the country
divided, Varina and her children escape Richmond and travel south, now fugitives with “bounties on their
heads, an entire nation in pursuit.”
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062406019

Price: $34.99

Form: TP

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: April 2018

White Houses : A Novel
9 780525 589921

by Bloom, Amy

An untraditional life and love story, this novel is inspired by the life of Lorena Hickok. Told from Lorena’s
perspective, this novel is inspired by her life and by her relationship and long-term friendship with beloved
Eleanor Roosevelt, the “First Lady of the World”. Hickok was the AP reporter who became “First Friend” and
the love of Eleanor’s life. WHITE HOUSES takes us behind the scenes in the Roosevelt White House, where
Lorea lived, and follows Hickok’s life from childhood, and then in tandem with Eleanor’s, the ups and downs of
being “First Friend,” through the death of FDR, and finally of Eleanor.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing
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9780525589921
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Price: $39.00

Form: TP
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Pub. Date: February 2018
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Wife : A Novel
9 780062 792037

by Burke, Alafair

A stunning domestic thriller in the vein of BEHIND CLOSED DOORS. When Angela met Jason Powell while
catering a dinner party in East Hampton, she assumed their romance would be a short-lived fling, like so many
relationships between locals and summer visitors. To her surprise, Jason, a brilliant economics professor, had
other plans, and they married the following summer. Six years later, Jason has become a cultural lightning rod,
placing Angela near the spotlight she worked so carefully to avoid. When a college intern makes an accusation
against Jason, and another woman comes forward with an even more troubling allegation, their perfect life
begins to unravel.
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062792037

Price: $33.50

Form: TP

Pages: 496

Pub. Date: January 2018

Woman Left Behind
9 780062 686961

by Howard, Linda

A thrilling, edge-of-your-seat novel of romantic suspense. Levi Butcher is team leader for the GO-Team, his
unwavering focus always on the mission. Levi knows all too well that one minor distraction can hold deadly
consequences. But with the soothing, sensual voice of “Babe,” the team’s communication expert, constantly in
his ear, keeping his concentration on the dangerous work at hand is becoming extremely difficult. Jina Modell
definitely doesn’t feel like a “Babe.” When the base where she’s stationed is attacked, Jina manages to escape
but the rest of the team, working some distance away, is exfiltrated, thinking Jina died in the explosion - leaving
her stranded.
Publisher: William Morrow

ISBN-13:

9780062686961

Price: $33.50

Form: LTE

Pages: 560

Pub. Date: June 2018

Women in Sunlight : A Novel
9 780525 590040

by Mayes, Frances

The new novel from the mega bestselling author of UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN. Kit Raine, an American
writer living in Tuscany, is working on a biography of her close friend, a complex woman who continues to cast
a shadow on Kit’s own life. Her work is waylaid by the arrival of three women - Julia, Camille, and Susan - all
of whom have launched a recent and spontaneous friendship that will uproot them completely and redirect their
lives. Susan, the most adventurous of the three, has enticed them to subvert expectations of staid retirement by
taking a lease on a big, beautiful house in Tuscany.

Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780525590040

Page: 9

Price: $39.00

Form: TP

Pages: 690

Pub. Date: April 2018
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